Enj 6.0 Release Notes
BISIL NA, Inc, Mar 31, 2006: BISIL takes a great pleasure in announcing the release of the first version this
year, Enj version 6.0. This version packs several enhancements and new features. While there are
enhancements and improvements across the board in Enj, the target areas for V6 are in providing a reduced
click enhanced UI and in Enj-Reporter and Enj-Portal to help deliver process components through the portal.
•
Organize
Controls in Enj-Organize have been made much tighter with better integration between the users, roles and
need based transfer of reporting relationships and transactions. Enj-Organize also provides additional
functionality and flexibility to the rules engine. Parameters provided in Enj-Organize can now be leveraged in
the rules engine.
Catalogs have been enhanced substantially to provide easy-to-use ways to sort, filter, hyper link. Catalogs
can also have additional functionality action-buttons which makes it very easy for end users to use and
navigate. Enhanced integration of catalogs with the other modules provides an easy way to ensure data
consistency and integrity.
•
Modeler and Designer
Modeler functionality has been extended to cater to many more business rules and sequencing of activities.
The lexical analysis capability of Modeler and Designer modules has been enhanced to provide tighter
process integrity controls. Enhanced process performance attributes and orchestration rules features have
provided increased control over events like reminders and escalations in Enj.
The UI in Designer module is has been upgraded to provide the users with a better control on the various
aspects like using the rules engine, mapping items, look-ups, conditional display of items, multi-row
functionality, navigation and run-time UI optimization.
•
Transact
Enj-Transact now has additional features to control concurrent access to transactions. The dashboard UI
orchestrated by Transact has improved substantially through the provision of facilities like user-defined
menu structure. User can now define deployed menus to be either function oriented (application based) or
utility (system) oriented. An additional re-initiate feature now reduces clicks and helps increase transaction
throughput.
•
My Enj
The My-Enj personalization module now provides additional options to the user to define defaults and
shortcuts. Features like sort and filter facilities in dashboard, reports, and transact modules provide higher
degree personalization within the ‘allowed’ corporate framework.
•
Reports
Enj-Reports has undergone significant functionality additions in V6. Enj-Reports now truly places the power
of mining process related databases into the hands of the end-users. The enhanced and simplified
spreadsheet like interface makes this task much simpler. Introduction of features run-time filters and sorts,
reporting rules UI optimization, look-ups on data and scheduling of reports together make this a powerful
tool.
•
Portal
Organizations are progressively using Enj as a gateway for various stake holders into organizational
processes. Enj functionality can now be accessed through portal. Features and functions like dashboard, Enj
forms and reports are easily placed on the portal with these enhancements. These features help leverage
the organizational Portal as a choice vehicle of delivery of processes and process related data to the
extended organization.

About Enj
BISIL'
s Enj enables organizations convert their every day business and functional activities into automated
business processes. It also enables them to design associated documents, accept user input, forward the
documents for information or approval to the concerned roles, store the accepted data in databases and
retrieve it in the form of standard and user definable reports. Enj helps organizations orchestrate transaction
from end to end. Enj also provides metrics necessary to monitor the processes the health, efficiency and
effectiveness of business processes. In addition, Enj enables organizations maintain their active and
dynamic portal through its Portal extension. Enj Portal makes it possible to integrate parts of the enterprise
data warehouse with their corporate portals.
Enj has been nominated as one of the Best System Integration Solutions at the Linux World Expo for 2003
and 2004 consecutively along with products from IBM, Microsoft, and BEA. The analysts have also favorably
reviewed Enj.
About BISIL
Established in 1990, BISIL is a software products and services company and counts some of the leading
companies amongst its clients. BISIL has executed several medium and large projects on a turnkey basis. It
has rich experience in delivering products using cutting edge technologies along with functional expertise.

